ABSTRACT Natural answer generation (NAG) is more and more popular in real-world knowledge base question answering (KBQA) systems for being able to automatically generate natural language answers with structured KB. Large-scale community QA-pairs crawled from the Internet could be directly used to train NAG models. However, it is pervasive in these datasets that one question may contain multiple answers of varied quality, and NAG models suffer from the simple principle of equal treatment of these answers. To address this problem, we propose two kinds of attention-based algorithms to handle all answers to a question at a time. Selective attention and self-attention mechanisms are used to dynamically weight the answers to one question during the training process. Specifically, selective attention methods weight the answers using the relationships between all the KB objects the question needs and the generated answers, and self-attention methods weight them according to the generating difficulty. The experiments on the public open-domain community QA dataset demonstrate that Selective-ATT outperforms the state-of-the-art by 10.53% in the entity accuracy, 9.34% in the BLEU score, and 1.19% in the Rouge score.
I. INTRODUCTION
Question answering (QA) aims to build systems that can provide answers for natural language questions [1] , while knowledge base question answering (KBQA) devotes to providing exact answers using information in knowledge bases. The research of KBQA system has attracted increasing attention in recent years because of its wide application in industry [2] , [3] .
Previous KBQA systems often focus on analyzing questions, finding candidate words, phrases or knowledge bases (KB) and returning them to users [2] , [4] . However, most people prefer the correct answer replied in a more natural way [5] . Compared with such fixed pattern pipeline approaches, Natural Answer Generation (NAG) models are more popular in recent years [5] - [8] . The NAG systems are able to generate friendlier and more natural responses rather than to retrieve a single word.
As an end-to-end KBQA system, NAG directly uses question-answer sentence pairs, which are easier to collect
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Alireza Sadeghian. from the internet. To produce more natural answers, NAG not only adopts the sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) learning framework [9] , but also incorporates the copy mechanism [10] and KB retrieval mechanism. With these methods, the NAG system can adapt to different domains without timeconsuming process.
Although the NAG system has achieved significant improvements in KBQA problems, there are still some practical problems that are difficult to solve in real-world applications. Reference [8] has claimed that user-generated questions often contain varied quality answers. Take a real question in community dataset for example, Table 1 demonstrates user-generated answers of varied quality sharing the same question ''What is the real name of megastar Jackie Chan?''. As A4 says, Jackie Chan has changed his name five times, so this real-world question has more than one correct answer, which suggests A1, A2, A3, A4 and A6 are all right answers to this question. However, users prefer detailed answers containing more information like A3. In addition, there always are some answers contain wrong KB or ''I do not know.'' like A5, which are meaningless or irrelevant to the question. These phenomena are universal in the real world and pose challenges to the current NAG system, because low quality answers may confuse the training process and reduce accuracy.
Previous NAG models often pay attention to improve the encoder or decoder structure of the model while hardly concern about the impact of the noisy data and the characteristics of the datasets themselves [5] - [7] . Therefore, in order to de-emphasize those noisy answers to a user's question and emphasize the answers that contain more information, we propose two bag-level attention-based models for natural answer generation. We first employ an state-of-the-art NAG model CoreQA [5] as our baseline model, then we organize QA pairs into bags like [8] . A question bag consists of a question, question's related KB, and every answer to this question. To address the above answer quality problem, we build two kinds of attention mechanism acting on the bag loss function, which are expected to dynamically weight different answers and alleviate the impact of noise.
More precisely, selective attention [11] algorithm is used to adjust the weights of different answers in a bag during the training process. Attention layer calculates each answer's weight by computing the high dimensional distance between this generated answer and all the KB facts related to the question, then it adjust the weights based on these distances during training. In addition to selective attention, we also employ self-attention [12] over instances to filter and weight answers. This attention algorithm uses the answer's own information to get its weight in the bag loss function. Different from selective attention, this method does not use any information of the KB but use the distance between the answer and its decoder output. Details of the attention methods are illustrated in Sec.III.
Note that the traditional NAG models like CoreQA also use attention mechanism. However, they deploy the attention mechanism in decoder process to better generate every single word in one answer sentence as a typical way. As for our work, we deploy attention mechanism over instances, to adjust the weights of different answers in a bag. These two kinds of attention mechanisms share the similar principle but have essential differences in the form and purpose of existence. By deploying NAG with attention over instances in a bag, we intend to improve the performance of existing NAG models when dealing with real-world user-generated data.
As for experiments, We evaluate our model on the community QA dataset proposed in [5] which comes from a Chinese community QA website and contains multiple domains.
We also conduct experiments on a specific domain dataset crawled from a Chinese e-commerce website 1 which contains QA data and product attributes KB about electronic product. The experimental results show that our model is effective and achieves significant improvements in NAG as compared with the state-of-the-art method.
Our contributions are as follows:
• To address the problem that existing NAG models treat uneven-quality answers to the same question evenly, we propose two attention methods over instances to dynamically reduce the weights of noisy instances;
• We deploy selective attention to de-emphasize those noisy instances and emphasize instances which contain more information using the distance between the KB facts and the generated answer, and self-attention mechanism to weight the answers with their own information.
• Experiments on an open domain community QA dataset and an electronic product QA dataset both demonstrate that our methods outperform the state-of-the-art NAG model on automatic and manual evaluations;
II. RELATED WORK A. WEB-BASED QUESTION ANSWERING AND COMMUNITY-QA DATA SET
The need to query information content has become increasingly important. Thus, Question Answering Systems (QAS) are essential to satisfy users who are looking to answer a specific question in natural language [13] . In the recent main question answering track of the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC), a lot of work has been done in QAS based on huge corpora on the internet. Some researchers concentrate on finding reliable list answers to the questions [14] , [15] and extracting answers to list questions in web snippets [16] - [19] . They employ natural language parsing, web page classification and analysis of semantic and syntactic to address this kind of QA challenge. However, unlike these technologies, we focus on generating answers for users' factual questions using KB rather than ranking or finding existing answers. In fact, the need to answer the users' questions on the community website or the e-commerce website is important, and we want to satisfy this need and generate the natural answers even there is no corresponding answers to the question. Based on this need, it is perfect for us to experiment with the community QA-pairs, because community question answering websites contain large-scale QA-pairs and many of the popular questions on the websites have multiple answers. As community QA services become increasingly important, many researches have been done by using community QA datasets [20] , [21] , including answer quality evaluation [22] , answer ranking [23] , [24] , answer understanding and summarizing [25] and learning the semantic representation of queries and answers [26] . The datasets they use, such as Yahoo!Answer QA pairs [27] , contain open domain corpus, but do not have related and structured KB with them. In this paper, our work on community QA domain is concerned with factual questions and generating natural answers with KB, and the open community QA dataset we use contains not only plenty of QA-pairs, but also their related KB.
B. NATURAL ANSWER GENERATION
Natural Answer Generation can be regarded as a particular task in KBQA and is able to generate more natural responses with given KB. It is a typical application of Seq2Seq that takes a sequence of question words as input and output another sequence as an answer.
GenQA [6] is among the first to apply a Seq2Seq model to retrieve facts from KB and generate corresponding natural answer sentences. Afterwards, CoreQA [5] improves it by extending the copy and retrieval mechanisms. To incorporate heterogeneous format sources and to explicitly avoid repetition, [7] proposes cumulative attention, and to further improve accuracy and language fluency, [28] applies the curriculum learning principle follows the CoreQA approach. We follow the idea of [8] , trying to solve the problem that users' questions usually have multiple answers in real world.
C. ATTENTION OVER INSTANCES
Attention model is a hot topic in training neural networks recently. In many natural language processing tasks, attention mechanism has brought great breakthroughs, such as machine translation [29] , speech recognition [30] and abstractive sentence summarization [31] . The selectivity of attention-based models allows them to focus on the most pertinent information rather than using all available information. To maximizes attention's effect, self-attention [32] is proposed to replace RNN variants such as LSTM [33] and GRU [34] in the mainstream of Seq2Seq models. In our model, we also apply self-attention to differentiate answers in the bag.
Selective attention [11] is slightly different from the above mechanisms using in generation process, it is originally proposed to address the wrong labeling problem in distant supervision for classification problem. It is built on sentence level over multiple instances and have achieved great success in relation extraction. Inspired by this algorithm, we modify and apply it to our generation network on bag level.
Attention mechanism in our model is different from traditional attention mechanisms in Seq2Seq task, which affect the sentence decoder process. On the one hand, it is trained over the bag of instances, on the other hand, the output of the attention layer directly impacts loss function in order to weight the different quality answers in a bag.
III. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we describe the solutions of our work in two main parts: encoder and decoder of the NAG model, and two attention mechanisms we use to dynamically weighting the answers in bag level, which are selective attention and self-attention.
The final goal of our method is to make full use of all the answers that questions have, reduce the influence of noisy answers and keep all the valuable information in generated answers. We begin with organizing QA pairs into bags and the bags contain every answer to the same question and its related KB. Then, we apply bag-level attention mechanisms over instances to limit the impact of noise in user-generated answers and focus on high quality answers.
We describe these parts in detail below.
A. ENCODER AND DECODER
In this paper, we adopts the encoder-decoder framework of NAG model CoreQA [5] approach as our baseline, which incorporates the copy and retrieval mechanisms in Seq2Seq learning. In this model, the two encoders encode the natural language question and the structured KB into numerical representations, respectively. Then the decoder generates natural answers with the representations of the encoded question and KB.
To further explain our model, we first define N as the number of all the answers in the dataset. To the best of our knowledge, most NAG models directly train with N QA-pairs while we organize the N QA-pairs into N B bags, and each bag contains one question, its related KB of N f facts, and at most n answers to this question. Fig.1 illustrates a training process in one bag. From the figure, we could find that our model share the same encoder process with the baseline approach, but is a little different in decoder process that the original baseline decoder repeats n times. Because the decoder process of each answer is independent, we could apply attention mechanism over each decoder process's loss. For further explanation, we describe the encoder and decoder parts in detail as follows.
1) QUESTION ENCODER AND KB ENCODER
In this model, there are two kinds of encoders: the question encoder and the KB encoder. Given a word sequence 
, and the short term memory of the whole sentence is further represented by h t , i.e. M q = {h t }.
As for KB encoder, it encodes KB triples into a short term memory M KB . The structured KB consists of relation triples of facts which have the type <subject, property, object>. We use e s , e p , e o to denote the embeddings of subject, property, object, respectively. A fact could be represented as f which concatenates the e s , e p , e o , and the short term memory M KB is denoted by f, i.e M KB = {f 1 , · · · , f N f }, where N f is the number of KB facts.
2) DECODER
The decoder of each instance is an LSTM that generates answer based on the short-memory of question M q and that of 
where pr, cp, and re stand for the predict-mode, copy-mode and retrieve-mode, respectively. p m (·|·) is a mode selector implemented as a 2 layer NN with softmax activation.
The predict-mode p pr computes the score of generating the word y j from the vocabulary with attention mechanism, as in Eq. (2) .
where s t is the current state of the decoder, c q t is the temporary attentive read from M q , and c KB t is the attentive read from M KB at time t. The copy-mode p cp computes the score of copying the word x j from the question using the current state s t , the attentive read h j (same as the definition in 1)), and an accumulated vector hist Q which records the attentive history for each word in question, as follow:
The retrieve-mode p re computes the score of retrieving the predicate value o j from the KB, as follow:
where f j (same as the definition in 1)) is the attentive read of M KB and hist KB is the accumulated attention history on the KB triples [35] . DNN 1 , DNN 2 , and DNN 3 above are all neural network functions with softmax classifiers. We illustrate our model in Fig.1 with some details of the original NAG model omitted to make it easier to show the state updating process (blue line). Now, let's briefly summarize these processes. The training process of a question bag starts with the encoder processes for KB and the question, then the decoder process repeats n times so we could collect the losses of each answer in the bag. Finally, we apply attention layer to weight these answers' losses to calculate the bag loss and use it to update states and parameters in neural network. In the next part, we will introduce how do we apply the attention mechanisms over instances in detail.
B. NAG WITH ATTENTION OVER INSTANCES
The standard NAG models often use the negative loglikelihood loss:
where t indicates the t-th word in an answer, (j) indicates the index of Q-A pairs, F (j) indicates the corresponding knowledge facts and |y| indicates the length of the answer. Through this function, we could tell that all the QA pairs are equally important to the training process. However, as shown in Table 1 , answers are of varied quality in real world. Considering the training process of the NAG model, answers belong to a same question are fed into the decoder at different time, because the instances order are randomly disrupted. That may make the model difficult to converge. Considering the above and inspired by [8] , we propose a new loss function on bag level. Suppose there is a bag which contains one question and its corresponding answers, i.e., B :< x, {y i } >. The loss function is defined as follow:
where N B indicates the number of the bags. The L
is the negative log-likelihood loss of the i-th instance in the k-th bag B k , and the α (k) i is the attention weight of the i-th answer's loss in this bag. We define α (k) i in two ways:
1) SELECTIVE ATTENTION OVER INSTANCES
Inspired by [11] , we first apply selective attention mechanism to dynamically de-emphasize the noisy answers and VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 2. Selective attention over instances.
find balance in the training process by using the relationship between all the objects in KB facts mentioned in a bag and the generated answer. As illustrated in Fig 2, we use the last hidden state H (k) i of LSTM in the decoder process to represent the generated answer of the i-th instance in B k , and similar to [36] , we use the average of the word embeddings of all the KB objects appearing in the bag B k to represent the objects, marked as y e , as follow:
where N e is the number of KB objects appearing in B k , ω
is the embedding matrix of the j-th KB object. Hence, α i is further defined as:
where
In this work, we define M as the mapping matrix that learns the relationship between H (k) i and y e during training. Note that √ D a here is the square root of the second dimension of z a (also the first dimension of M) which plays a role as regulatory, so that the inner product will not be too large, like [12] .
After the elaboration of the selective attention method, let us review what we have done. We treat the selective attention mechanism as a two-step process. First, given a bag of QA pairs, we construct the question representation y e by averaging all the relevant KB objects word embeddings. Then the weight of a generated instance is assigned by capturing the relevance of the global context state H 
2) SELF ATTENTION OVER INSTANCES
Besides weighting the instances by estimating the relation between KB objects and answers, we propose another approach that weights the losses of the instances by applying self-attention method to estimate the quality of the answers, using information of their own.
Similarity, α i is defined as:
where f (·) is as same as Eq. (10). r i is the average of loglikelihood distances of the generated answers and the target answers in a bag:
where t indicates the t-th word in the generated answer, (i) indicates the i-th instance in the bag, x (k) and F (k) indicates the question and KB in B k , respectively, and |y| indicates the length of the answer.
Using the above definitions, we can easily weight the answers with their generating difficulties. However, this kind of self-attention loss prefers short and simple answers, which is not always the desired behavior for answer generation. To encourage the system to learn from more informative answers, we also modify Eq. (12) as:
where LN i is the length normalization factor same as [8] , [37] and we set γ = 0.6 in our experiments. With normalizing answer lengths, we could weight the instances by their qualities without paying too much attention to the short instances. Note that we do not apply this length normalization the selective attention method, because selective attention often prefer answers that contain more KB objects, which means we do not need to worry about the generated answers are too short. It's also worth mentioning that we experiment with two kinds of attention methods but we do not predetermine which one to use. These models are based on the observation that answers to the same question may have varied quality, and we want to evaluate them on real-world datasets.
IV. EXPERIMENTS A. DATASETS
We evaluate our method on two real-world datasets: an opendomain community QA dataset and an electronic product QA dataset. We first experiment with a widely used open dataset: CQA, which is developed by [5] and also been used by [28] . This dataset is an open domain community QA dataset come from a large Chinese community QA website with related and structured KB. We choose the bags which contain at least two answers to simply filter the dataset. We also find that there are some questions in this dataset are about how to translate some Chinese word. The embedding matrix of Non-Chinese words in our case are difficult to pre-train, and may interfere with our experiment results, so we filter out the bags in where all the answers do not contain any Chinese. Then we split the whole CQA dataset randomly into three parts and summarize the number of instances and bags in Table 2 .
Considering the online shopping consultation on the e-commerce website is a typical task of natural QA, we also crawl an electronic product QA dataset from a Chinese e-commerce website to apply our experiments. This ecommerce website organizes the products' KB as lists with typical key-value forms, such as pixels-50 million, which are easy to convert to a structured KB form, and questions in commodity discussion area about products often have multiple user-generated answers to it. Because the number of QA pairs of mobile phone product in commodity discussion area is significantly larger than that of other products on this website, and the contents of these questions are more concentrated (often referring to display size, pixels, internal storage etc.), we only choose the mobile phone product QA to form our dataset.
After getting the specific domain QA-pairs, we also preprocess the dataset with cutting very long sentences, converting uppercase to lowercase letters, and selecting questions with the following principle: at least one value of the corresponding KB facts appears in the corresponding answers. Same as the community QA dataset, we also split the whole electronic product QA dataset randomly into three parts and the details are shown in Table 2 .
B. EVALUATION METRICS
We adapt several automatic metrics to evaluate the performances of our methods. We follow [28] to use: Accuracy to calculate how much information the generator keeps, and BLEU(-2) [38] , Rouge(Rouge-L scores) [39] to evaluate the consistency between the standard and generated natural answers.
Apart from automatic evaluation, we additionally utilize manual evaluation, because the quality of answers is often hard to calculate by computer. We follow [5] to use three aspects: correctness, fluency and coherence and the manual scoring method we use is learned from [40] .
C. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS
We employ CoreQA [5] as our baseline. Our implementation settings are listed in Table 3 . For the preparation of community QA dataset, we cut the maximum length of answer sentences to 20, the maximum size of KB to 10, and the maximum bag size to 5, which covers 90% cases in the dataset. For electronic product QA dataset, we cut the maximum length of answers to 20 too, the maximum size of KB to 9, and the maximum bag size to 5, which covers 93% cases in this dataset.
For the selective attention model, we initialize the word embedding matrix for all the entities appearing in the training dataset with word vectors trained by a word2vec toolkit 2 on each dataset, setting the embedding size to 200, window size to 5. We do not use external corpus except for the corresponding dataset. We keep the matrix untrained during the training process. We also initialize the pad token embedding vector with zeros and initialize the embedding parameters of the other words randomly. These parameters are optimized during the training process. As for other methods, all the word embedding parameters are initialized randomly.
Other parameter settings are listed in Table 3 .
D. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1) AUTOMATIC EVALUATION RESULTS ON TWO DATASETS
Since the superiority of our bag-level attention methods lies in the bags containing multiple answers, we compare the performances of Selective-ATT and Self-ATT methods with a baseline CoreQA which processes each QA pair as one training instance. We also apply self-attention without length normalization (Equation (14)) to verify the effectiveness of the method. Here are some abbreviations:
• Selective-ATT: Selective attention over instances, using the relationship between all the KB objects in a bag and the generated answers.
• Self-ATT: Self attention over instances with length normalization, using the information of generated answers.
• Self-ATT without NRM: Self attention over instances without length normalization. The automatic evaluation performances on community QA dataset and electronic product QA dataset are shown in Table 4 . and Table 5 . From the results, we can observe that:
• All proposed methods (except Self-ATT without NRM method) obtain satisfactory results compared to the baseline. This demonstrates the effectiveness of baglevel attention over instances on NAG. The Selective-ATT method for community QA dataset achieves the best performance in KB retrieval accuracy scores and outperforms the baseline over 10%, and get similar result on the other dataset. We also see that self-ATT method improve the accuracy to a certain degree.
• Compared to the baseline, two attention methods obviously exceed on BLEU score just like accuracy, and Selective-ATT also achieves the best performance with 9.6% improvement on the community QA dataset and 1.2% on electronic product QA dataset.
• As for Rouge, Self-ATT method here has a 2.6% improvement over the baseline on community QA dataset, while selective-ATT method achieve little improvement.
• Self-ATT without NRM gets lower scores than Self-ATT in all metrics especially the Rouge score. This result is consistent with our hypothesis that length normalization could prevent self-attention method from generating too short answers and improve model performance.
2) RESULTS OF MANUAL EVALUATION
To further prove the effectiveness of our methods, we also conduct manual evaluation on the generated answers. We employ five participants to annotate the quality of generated answers along with their corresponding questions and KB. Three perspectives are considered during manual evaluation process same as [5] : • Correctness, which measures whether the generated answers contain the right facts that the question asks. Answers which contain richer information are considered to be more correct.
• Fluency, which measures whether the generated answers are natural and fluent. The answers with serious repetition are also considered not natural enough.
• Coherence, which measures whether the answers are relevant to the questions and related KB.
We adopt the scoring method similar to [40] . All the three perspectives are assessed with a scoring standard from 1 (worst) to 5 (best), that annotators could score the three generated answers of different methods at a time based on their own perception. Table 6 . shows the results of the average scores of the annotators.
From the manual evaluation results we could find that our attention methods are both better than COREQA on all evaluative aspects. Selective-ATT method tend to produce correct answers with rich facts and more coherent answers, and Self-ATT method tend to produce more fluent answers.
3) ACCURACY OF DIFFERENT QUESTION TYPES
Except for the accuracy, BLEU score and ROUGE-L score of the whole test set that evaluate the performance of our methods, significance test should also be done to prove that our model has achieved better results and could generate more complex and higher-quality answers than baseline.
In retrospect of the original intention of our design, we try to make full use of all the answers that questions have, reduce the influence of noisy answers and keep all the valuable information.
In this section, we analyze the accuracy of the generated answers whose question need multiple facts in KB to test whether the proposed model meet our needs.
We separately present the experiment results on community QA dataset according to the number of the facts which should be contained in the answer to the question (referred to [5] ). The accuracy on different answer types that contain different number of KB fact objects are illustrated in Fig.4 . It is worth mentioning that the calculation method of accuracy is that the generated answer is considered correct only if the generated answer contains all the facts that the question needs.
The x-axis numbers represents the questions that needs only one fact, two facts, three facts and more than three facts in KB, respectively, and the y-axis represents the accuracy result of each type in Fig 4. We could easily observe that both attention methods we propose have improved the accuracy of the answers under various types of questions to varying degrees. When the question needs multiple facts, Selective-ATT method significantly outperforms baseline, and even when the questions need not less than four facts, it could still generate correct answers while the baseline method can hardly do that. This results suggest that the attention methods over instances are able to make better use of the whole dataset and generate answers with more facts and richer information.
4) ATTENTION VISUALIZATION AND DISCUSSION
To further show the differences between the two methods and evaluate how attention method affects the model, we extract the attention weights α in one bag from their last training epoch illustrating in Fig 5. Since the baseline model CoreQA treats all the answers equally, we define the weight of each answer as 0.2 to reference.
As we can see, A3 which contains two KB objects get highest score in Selective-ATT method. Because Selective-ATT weights the answers by using the relationship between KB objects and the generated answers, so we hypothesize that it prefer to generate answers with more correct facts. Accordingly, it is easier for this attention method to filter VOLUME 7, 2019 noisy answers and get higher accuracy, which is consistent with the results we collected in Table 4. and Table 5 .
Different from Selective-ATT, Self-ATT method weights the answers without knowledge on facts. It only weights the answers according to the generating difficulty with length normalization and may lead the training process to prefer naturalness answers. That may be the reason why Self-ATT gets higher Rouge score. Fig 6. provides some system outputs from baseline model CoreQA and our Selective-ATT model. The first three rows of the table are from the electronic product QA dataset and the others are from community QA dataset. From ID 1-2 and ID 4-6, we can see that our model is obviously better than CoreQA with more correct knowledge (marked as underline). From ID 1-3 and ID 8, we can also see that our model generates more fluent and complete answers. However, answers still suffer from some errors: 1) retrieving wrong facts or not retrieving any facts (ID 9), 2) producing repetitive words (ID 1, ID 6), 3) producing not coherent or fluent sentences (ID 7).
E. CASE STUDY AND ERROR ANALYSIS
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose bag-level attention mechanisms over instances to improve the performance of nature answer generation system. We could make full use of all the unevenquality answers in a bag by applying selective attention and self-attention respectively. In experiments, we evaluate our methods on two real-world datasets. Experimental results show that our methods significantly help with answer accuracy and naturalness.
In the future, we will explore in the following directions:
• Our work takes a single question as the key to the instance bag. We plan to manage more than one questions that have the same semantic meaning into one bag or a memory slot.
• We will investigate a more universal approach to handle more complicated real-world questions, such as questions about facts and emotional tendencies. His research interests include service-oriented computing, the Internet of Things, and service security and privacy. He leads a team making scientific research on the Theoretic Foundation of EDSOA for the IoT Services (National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant 61372115). VOLUME 7, 2019 
